FRIGTRD – Grant Transaction Detail Form

Used to view detailed transactions for grant, cost share or program income (can be used in place of Finance Report: Fiscal – Year – To - Date). This screen can be accessed through FRIGITD or directly.

- Enter Grant ID and Index
- Select Go

To see all transaction detail select Go

The results show all transactions under the grant index selected (411811):

This can be extracted to excel by selecting Tools – export
To see only Year To Date (YTD) transactions

- Select filter

Create a filter: Field – equals - YTD

- Select Go
The results show all Year to Date (YTD) transactions for the index selected (411811):

This can be extracted to excel by selecting Tools – export

Other Uses:

The time period can be restricted by selecting Start Over and entering the Date From and the Date To.

The account code can be restricted by selecting Start Over and entering a specific account code.

This screen can be used to view detailed transactions for Cost Share and Program Income by replacing the Grant Index with the Cost Share or Program Income Index.